Seeding role of spectrin in polymerization of skeletal muscle actin.
The effect of spectrin on the polymerization of muscle actin has been investigated by hydrodynamic methods and electron microscopy. Spectrin markedly accelerated polymerization of actin. The effect was more easily observed in lower concentrations of KCl (e.g. 24 mM) where spontaneous polymerization was negligibly small. Similarly large acceleration was observed for polymerization in MgCl2 or CaCl2. The rate of polymerization of actin was proportionally increased with the concentration of spectrin added to a fixed concentration of action. The stationary level of specific viscosity also increased with the spectrin concentration, but at larger concentrations it became smaller. The flow birefringence and electron microscope measurements indicated that actin polymers formed under the influence of spectrin were shorter than those of control F-actin filaments. The structural viscosity and electron microscope observations suggested that the interaction between F-actin fibers was not increased by spectrin. These data strongly suggest a seeding role of spectrin in the polymerization of actin. Spectrin accelerates formation of the nuclei for polymerization. The more the nuclei are formed, the larger the number of the grown polymers are and this leads to rapid formation of shorter polymers since the amount of actin is limited. The acceleration activity was found only in freshly prepared spectrin from fresh ghosts taken from freshly drawn blood.